
L160 Document Scanner

Feature Highlights

More Details

Scan size up to A2 Easy to Set-up

Timing shooting Converted to 
Editable Format

Scanning document size 
up to A2, with upmost 16 
MP camera to shoot HD 
images.  

Automatically scannning is 
available, dramatically 
time-saving for scanning 
large volumes of files and 
documents.

Only for USB cable, easy to 
use in daily life. 

Scanned documents can be 
converted to editable 
format, including Word,PD-
F,TIFF and Excel.  

  16MP High definition fixed focus lens

  Shooting area up to A2 in size

  Intuitive plug and play USB

  1 second fast scanning

  ABBYY OCR recognition

L160 is a high speed & portable scanning equipment up to A2 in size with only one plug and play 
USB cable. The intelligent software is used for processing the real-time images. With the func-
tion of OCR, L160 can recognize up to 8 language, which is applied to large-scale documents, 
such as engineering drawings, papers, newspapers, books, etc. TWAIN standard interface,
SDK/AP/DEMO and other secondary developments are available.
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Shooting Area Up to A2 in size

Technical Parameters

HARDWARE

  Resolution: 4608x3456 （16MP）

  Sensor: 1/2.3”CMOS

  Color: RGB24 bit

  Focus: Fixed focus

  Exposure: Auto/ Manual

  Photographable type:

  Certificates, documents, vouchers,

  three-dimensional objects and so on

  Shooting area: ≤A2

  Format: JPG、GIF、TIF、PNG、BMP、PDF,etc.

  Lights: Natural and LED lights

  Shooting speed: ≤1second

  Interface: USB

  Language:

  Support Chinese, English, Spanish, German, 

  Korean, French, Italian, Dutch etc. OEM

  System: Mac/Android/Chrome

  Window XP and Above

SOFTWARE APPLICATION

  Online Booth function, annotation function,

  photo, recording, OCR

DIMENSIONS & PACKAGE

  Height x Width x Depth:

  13.74  (349 mm) x 4.52  (115mm) x 10.23  (260 mm)

  Net Weight: 1.5kg

INSIDE THE BOX

  Document camera

  User manual

  USB cable

  Soft pad,CD

  Adaption


